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Shanghai China Expo - Japan Pavilion 

The Shanghai China Expo was launched in May this year and has been a tremendous 

success at times attracting over 500,000 visitors in a day. The theme is “Better City, 

Better Life” with the aim of being an eco-expo, saving energy and promoting low energy 

consumption, a large number of pavilions being ecologically conscious with many being 

built from eco-type materials.  The latest environmental technologies have been 

especially popular, being the focus of interest for many.  

 

The “Japanese Pavilion” is a joint venture between the Japanese government and 

business enterprises, presenting a “zero emission town”, a futuristic city free from 

carbon dioxide emissions, with solar energy panels installed and using eco-friendly 

vehicles as well as introducing a water purification system using “Natto Bacilli”. A 

model of a 2020 city is on display that is free from carbon dioxide emissions that cause 

global warming and is configured with power that is generated by the wind and a smart 

grid, “hydrogen stations” that supply hydrogen gas to fuel cell-powered vehicles, eco 

vehicles and energy saving home appliances. Also, as presented in the “environmental 

report no. 27”, “Power-generating floor”, flooring that produces electricity from the 

pressure of footsteps and vehicles and “Power-generating window”, window glass 

covered with clear, thin solar cells have been introduced.  

 

The very latest environmental technology has been used in the construction of the 

Japanese Pavilion. The “Eco Breathing” architectural concept (a structure that breathes 

like a living organism) behind the building of the Japan Pavilion was implemented to 

combine traditional Japanese knowledge and technology such as “ennoshita” (the utility 

of space under verandas) and “uchimizu” (the sprinkling of water by hands to reduce 

heat). 

A special distinguishing feature is columns called “Eco-Tubes”. A mechanism allowing 

sunlight to stream into the building while drawing in cool under floor air, allowing 

air-conditioning costs to be saved. A system is also in place to collect rain water under 

floor during rainy days, and the entire building is cooled by spraying the accumulated 

rainwater on the roof. The system then circulates the sprayed rainwater through the 

Eco Tubes again. The pavilion using the columns to contribute so effectively to the 

ecology is a world first. 

 Japan Pavilion Ecotube c 
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